Appendix:

Choreography Worksheet with Counts and Lyrics for Each Dance in *Shine* with Open Spaces for Choreographer Notes

*Long Time Comin’*
2 counts of 8 Introduction/Instrumental

4 counts of 8 Vocals
*Long time comin’, a long time a comin’ comin’, long time comin’ along*
*Long time comin’, a long time a comin’ comin’, long time comin’ along*
*Long time comin’, a long time a comin’ comin’, long time comin’ along*
*Long time comin’, a long time a comin’ comin’, long time comin’ along*

6 counts of 8, fades out

*Harvest*
4 counts of 8 Instrumental for Harvesters

8 counts of 8 Vocals for Harvesters
Harvesters: *We plant together standing side by side,*
*We reap together with our arms open wide.*
*We work together with the seeds that we sow*
*We feed each other with the foods that we grow (2xs)*

4 counts of 8 Instrumental for Fossil Fuels
4 counts of 8 Vocals for Fossil Fuels
Foss: We don’t tend sheep anymore
We don’t harvest wheat anymore
Sister don’t be such a bore
We get our food from a store
We don’t sleep at night anymore
Cause it ain’t such a fright any more.
Sister don’t be such a bore
Get out and dance on the floor

8 counts of 8 Vocals for Sol, Foss, Seed Sower
Sol: You must agree that your ways are wasteful
You must agree that my path is more tasteful

Foss: I bought the shoes on my feet
Drive my car down the street
It’s hard to believe that we’re related
Sis, your ways are antiquated

Seed Sower: It’s the harvest party, let’s not fight
Or waste our time on whose wrong or right
Brother, sister now let’s get along
And weave together the words of these songs

8 counts of 8 Mash Up Between Harvesters and Fossil Fuels
Singing Simultaneously, Fades Out
Harvesters: We plant together standing side by side,
We reap together with our arms open wide.
We work together with the seeds that we sow
We feed each other with the foods that we grow (2xs)
(and)
Foss: We don’t tend sheep anymore
We don’t harvest wheat anymore
Sister don’t be such a bore
We get our food from a store
We don’t sleep at night anymore
Cause it ain’t such a fright any more.
Sister don’t be such a bore
Get out and dance on the floor (2xs)

Weaving Song
(Note: Counts are not provided for this song since the task of weaving is more of a movement pattern than a rhythmic dance.)
Over thread and under strand
Over time we understand
Fibers will combine to be
The fabric of community

Ancestry and history
Cloth to warm us, hold and form us

Sun is constant always there
Rays of light weave through the air
Come on out and sow the seeds
Simply we can meet our needs

Ancestry and history
Cloth to warm us, hold and form us

Over thread and under strand
Over time we understand
Fibers will combine to be
The fabric of community
Progress Song
1 count of 8 Instrumental for Fossil Fuels

6 counts of 8 Vocals (after which music degrades, switches into sounds of storm)
Foss: Come with me to fuel the world I'm looking for coal
Come with me to fuel the world I'm looking for oil
Come with me to fuel the world I'm looking for gas
Fuel to meet increasing needs to move fast.
Just you and me, I'm energy.
Just you and me, I'm energy.

Finale/Shine
4 counts of 8 Instrumental for Entire Cast

15 counts of 8 Vocals for Entire Cast
Turn around touch the ground
Til a new idea is found
Look up, look down, shake up your town
Swish your feet, repeat
Right down our main street
Light bright feels right
Run for fun in the sun and
Shine shine shine shine
Shine shine shine
Shine shine shine
Turn around touch the ground
Til a new idea is found
Look up, look down, shake up your town
Swish your feet, repeat
Right down our main street
Light bright feels right
Run for fun in the sun and
Shine shine shine shine
Shine shine shine
Shine shine shine